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Regardless of what one’s views may be

regarding the UK referendum’s result to

leave the European Union (EU), one

cannot but appreciate living through such

a momentous decision. There have been

many amazing changes over the last

decade, but few were as sudden, or as

abrupt, as this one.

Now what? As this is yet an

unprecedented situation in which a

country decides to secede from the EU,

few people know for sure. But one thing

they do know is that uncertain times lie

ahead.

The situation is not much different the

world over and especially in the Middle

East. We have been living with chanciness

and changeability: economic, social and

political turmoil that have been

dominating the news headlines.

So now what? Basically, life does, and

must, go on. We continue and we wait.

We tread water, waiting for better

conditions to swim back to shore.

The IFRS Foundation and the

International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) continue to release

new standards for accounting and anti-

bribery compliance, businesses continue

to evolve and new technologies continue

to disrupt and, in turn, get disrupted

themselves.

Such is the case presented by Emmanuel

Durou and Hasan Iftikhar in their article

on telecoms and media companies in the

region (Transformers II: time for strategic

choices in the telecoms market.) They

conclude: “These drastic changes in the

business models of telcos have forced

them to find new ways to interact with the

digital ecosystem […] they need to rethink

their commercial models and terms of

engagement with the other players in the

value chain.”

Another technology that continues to

disrupt is Virtual Reality (VR.) Zaid Selman,

in his article on the real growth of virtual

within the gaming industry in the GCC

region (The very real growth of Virtual

Reality), says that the sector will continue

to see rapid growth rates in the region

but will probably take some time before it

is adopted in mainstream businesses. For

that to happen, he says: “the market will

need to agree on an open standards

framework that will be used by software

developers to create the next generation

of VR applications.”

The advent of these new technologies is

greatly impacting the role of the CIO

within the company. “In essence,” says

Rajeev Lalwani in his article on shaping

the CIO legacy, “every company today is

becoming a technology company and the

CIO has a unique opportunity to drive

and impact both, top-line and bottom-line

initiatives.”

But as with any change, clear

communication is vital for success, but

perhaps nowhere more so than in family

businesses where the “two worlds of

family and business collide,” say Walid

Chiniara and Yasmine Omari. Just as there

is an important maxim when it comes to

real estate investment, there is only one

maxim for the success of family business

relationships and that is communication,

communication, communication.

Why are employees so averse to

scheduling time-management? How do

you become an irresistible employer and

what happens when Eastern industry 

and technology meets Middle Eastern

construction and infrastructure projects? 

These are questions that our authors

ponder in this issue of Middle East Point

of View. We hope, as always, that we are

answering your questions before you get

the chance to ask them. And if you too

are treading water, try not to get the

magazine wet!

ME PoV editorial team

A word from the
editorial team
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IFRS

Factsheet: IFRS 16
Leases standard 
IFRS 16 Leases is applicable to lessees and

lessors for years commencing on, or after, 

1 January 2019. What are the accounting and

potential business impacts relating to this

standard?
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IFRS 16 Leases establishes principles 

for the recognition, measurement,

presentation and disclosure of leases,

with the objective of ensuring that 

lessees and lessors provide relevant

information that faithfully represents

those transactions. Most companies use

leases to obtain access to an asset and

consequently will be affected by the

adoption of this standard.

Understanding the accounting

impacts of this standard. Lessees will

be required to recognize a right of use

asset and a lease liability. The lease

liability will be recognized at the present

value of the future minimum lease

payments while the right of use asset will

be recognized at this amount plus any

initial direct costs incurred by the lessee.

The right of use asset will subsequently

be measured at cost less accumulated

depreciation and accumulated

impairment. Depreciation will be provided

either over the term of the lease or the

useful life of the asset, whichever is

shorter. The lease liability will be reduced

by the capital portion of the payments

made in terms of the lease. 

It is worth noting that two optional

exemptions to these requirements exist:

• leases with a term of less than 12

months and containing no purchases

options; this election is made by class 

of underlying asset;

• leases where the underlying asset has 

a low value when new; this election can 

be made on a case by case basis. The

International Accounting Standards

Board (IASB) in the Basis for Conclusions

of the Standard has stated that a low

value would be under US$5,000.

The overall impact on the earnings of

lessees will be an increase in Earnings

Before Interest, Taxation, Depreciation

and Amortization (EBITDA) and an

increase in Operating Profit and Finance

Costs. The impact on profit before

taxation is not expected to be large for

companies that hold a portfolio of leases

that are constantly being renewed but

could increase or decrease for companies

which hold few leases, depending on

where in the lifecycle of each lease the

company is at a given point in time.

The accounting requirements for lessors

remain largely unchanged from the

requirements contained within IAS 17

Leases as well as the SOCPA (Saudi

Organization for Certified Public

Accountants) standard on leases.

Consequently, the situation will arise

where the same asset is recorded on the

balance sheets of both lessors and

lessees.

So these are the accounting

requirements; what are the potential

business impacts?  The potential

business impacts for lessees are both

internal and external. 

• The accounting treatment described

previously will result in lessees putting

assets and liabilities on their balance

sheet, which were previously not

recorded. This may result in loan

covenants with their lenders being

breached without any change in the

underlying fundamental aspects of the

business. Lessees will need to discuss

the impact of this standard with their

lenders. It is however expected that

lenders will adjust debt covenants in a

manner which will differentiate mere

accounting policy changes from true

economic changes of the business.

• Staff remuneration schemes that are

dependent on the level of earnings will

need to be adjusted to absorb the

impact of the adoption of this standard

into account.

• Entities will need to compile a detailed

register of all existing leases in order to

extract the data relevant to comply with

IFRS 16, such as lease payments and

lease terms. It is expected that lessees

will have at least some of this

information available already given 

the need to disclose operating lease

commitments under the accounting

standards in place currently.

• Entities with large volumes of leases, for

example retailers, will need to consider

the need for an IT system in order to

The impact on profit
before taxation is not
expected to be large for
companies that hold a
portfolio of leases that
are constantly being
renewed but could
increase or decrease for
companies which hold
few leases
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automate much of the accounting.

While it is possible to use spreadsheets

to perform the necessary calculations, it

does increase the risk of error.

• Entities wishing to make use of the

optional exemptions for low value and

short-term leases will need to devise a

system for identifying these and

accounting for them on a straight-line

basis. Entities may consider

renegotiating their leases in order to

make them for a period of less than 12

months.

• Entities may choose to purchase assets

as opposed to leasing them in order to

avoid putting debt on the balance sheet.

There are fewer business impacts for

lessors, given that the accounting

requirements remain largely unchanged.

These impacts are likely to be more

negative than positive in that lessees may

choose to either purchase assets as

opposed to leasing them, or may choose

to ask for shorter-term leases, which will

impact the business risk of lessors in that

it will jeopardize their future income

stream. It should be noted that the mere

adoption of this standard will not in itself

increase or decrease the demand for

assets but may have an impact on the

overall leasing market.

The costs for lessees associated with

implementing the new standard will vary

according to the number of leases in

existence, the extent to which the

required information is readily available,

the level of education required to be

given to accounting staff and the existing

systems currently in place. The

International Accounting Standards Board

expects that the costs required to apply

IFRS 16 on an ongoing basis will be

slightly higher than to apply the current

leasing standard.

Advantages of the new leasing

standard. The IASB has identified the

following advantages of the new leasing

standard:

• A better presentation of the company’s

financial leverage and capital employed.

• A reduced need for investors and

analysts to make adjustments to

reported financial information of lessees

to take into account the impact of off-

balance sheet leases.

• Improved comparability between those

companies that lease assets and those

companies that buy assets.

Conclusion

The adoption of the new leasing standard

could have a significant impact on

lessees, both accounting- and business-

related. Lessors could face an increased

business risk resulting from the adoption

of the leasing standard; while investors

will have access to better information and

thus be able to make better investment

decisions.

The ability to properly compare

companies that are in a similar line of

business but have a different asset

acquisition model will be greatly

enhanced. Companies that have very few,

but material leases–for example a lease

of a large building–will experience greater

volatility in their income statement as a

result of the finance charges for the lease

being disproportionately charged to the

income statement in the earlier years of

the lease and will therefore be resistant

to this change.

The IASB is to be commended for being

pragmatic about the treatment of smaller

and short-term leases and allowing for

exemptions as discussed above. 

By Steven Harmer, Director, Audit,

Deloitte, Saudi Arabia

Lessors could face an increased
business risk resulting from the
adoption of the leasing standard; while
investors will have access to better
information and thus be able to make
better investment decisions

IFRS



It’s
certifiable
ISO 37001 will be the new
standard in anti-bribery
compliance
Until recently, it had been difficult to say

precisely what “best practice” is in Anti-

bribery and Corruption (ABAC)

compliance. A company’s location, among

other factors, may expose it to different

laws, regulations, and standards

governing companies’ behavior. But when

it comes to implementing an ABAC

compliance program, there is a noticeable

difference between an organization that

takes the task seriously and one that does

not. There are basic components that

every company needs to implement and

that are the litmus test for compliance

standards. 



ISO
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The International Standards Organization

(ISO) published a draft standard for Anti-

Bribery Management Systems in January

2016.  This draft standard–ISO

37001–was approved by vote in April and

may soon become the chosen method by

those companies that are serious about

compliance. Unfortunately many

companies in the region do not have the

basics in place and ISO 37001 will make it

clear who does–and who does not.

What’s the big deal?

The world of ABAC is led by the U.S.

government authorities under the

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). In

2014, the U.S. Department of Justice and

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

jointly published “The Guide,” a lengthy

compendium of guidance rules that

remains the gold standard of compliance

advice today.  

So far, compliance with the provisions 

laid out in The Guide has been very

subjective. The codification of ISO 37001

signifies the beginning of a more

objective system, with an auditable,

certifiable standard of ABAC compliance

available for the first time. In its current

draft, ISO 37001 lays out 10 categories of

compliance and, within each category,

prescriptive guidance that serves two

purposes: 

1) act as a checklist for a company to use

in rolling out its ABAC compliance

program, and, 

2) form a scorecard against which an

independent certifier can evaluate this

program.  

There are four fundamental differences

between ISO 37001 and the standing U.S.

guidance. The first two bear a

resemblance to the UK Bribery Act:

prohibition of all commercial bribery

whether it involves a (foreign) public

official or not, and prohibition of “grease”

or “extortion” payments. The third calls

for an independent Anti-Bribery Director,

making the fairly obvious point that if

compliance were not an individual’s

primary responsibility, their effectiveness

may be compromised. Finally, it also

addresses corruption of an organization,

which signals a true departure from the

likes of the FCPA and suggests that ISO

37001 may be equally relevant to the

large state-owned enterprises (SOE) in

the Middle East that have typically been

more concerned with the bribery of their

people (rather than by their people.)    

It will be interesting to see whether this

last point makes it through the voting

process, or whether it is stripped out 

into a separate certifiable standard on

preventing internal fraud and corruption.

The controls that an organization must

have in place to monitor the demand side

of bribery are fundamentally different

from those governing the supply side.  

Key components 

of ISO 37001:  
• Conducting a risk assessment.

• Establishing a policy governing

ABAC and a program to enforce

it.

• Setting up a compliance function

to monitor effectiveness of the

program.

• Communication of the policy to

all relevant personnel and

business associates (meaning,

related parties/distributors, etc.)

• Training of personnel and

business associates.

• Verifying their compliance. 

• Monitoring high-risk payments

and benefits to ensure they do

not connote a corrupt intent.

• Implementing controls

throughout the business to

prevent bribery risk.

• Instituting “whistleblowing”

procedures.

• Setting up a formal process for

investigating and dealing with

any allegations of potential or

suspected bribery.

So far, compliance with
the provisions laid out 
in The Guide has been
very subjective. The
codification of ISO 37001
signifies the beginning of
a more objective system,
with an auditable,
certifiable standard 
of ABAC compliance
available for the first time.
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What does it mean for the Middle

East?

There may be a misconception among

many companies in the region that think

they are immune to the FCPA–and there

may be some who are. However, the

reach of the U.S. authorities extends far

and multinationals are now expecting

compliance, not just by their own

operations, but by their distributors,

agents, joint venture ( JV) partners, and

everyone else they engage with. We are

seeing similar expectations from the

SOEs concerned about the interaction of

suppliers with their people.

Be under no illusion about the weight of

SOEs and tie-ups with multinationals in

the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)

economy. Now, the savvy Middle Eastern

company can proactively seek ISO

certification. This will have a real, direct

impact on partnering and business

decisions by the multinationals. Consider

how easy the decision will be between

two companies of relatively equal merit,

when one of them has ISO 37001

certification and the other does not. 

It will become an advantage and a

differentiator in this very competitive

market. Further, should a multinational

choose to go with the partner that did

not have certification, and something

goes wrong, they will have a very difficult

time explaining their decision to the

relevant authorities.

A final version of the standard might be 

in place by end-2016. In the meantime,

there is no reason not to start working on

the components of the ABAC compliance

program as laid out in the standard. Even

if some aspects ultimately do not make it

into the standard, they are generally good

guidance principles to follow. Some of the

points will take a fair amount of work and

it will not be an easy process for many

companies. However, there is no time like

the present to get started, especially if a

company wants to be in the first wave of

certification when the time comes.

by Collin Keeney, Director, Forensic,

Deloitte Corporate Finance Limited

ISO

Be under no illusion about the weight
of SOEs and tie-ups with multinationals
in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
economy. Now, the savvy Middle
Eastern company can proactively seek
ISO certification.

A final version of the
standard might be in
place by end- 2016. In 
the meantime, there is 
no reason not to start
working on the
components of the ABAC
compliance program as
laid out in the standard.





Mirror, mirror,
on the wall,
who’s the most
irresistible of
them all?
Employee engagement is a critical business

imperative that has become a top priority for

organizations and business leaders today. 

Why? A less loyal millennial talent pool for one,

organizations facing a need to attract talent with

specialized skill sets to keep up with the pace

and technological digital stream, and lastly, the

open and transparent employment brand.

Talent management
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The dynamic change of the world of 

work is shifting the landscape of how

organizations should engage with their

talent in the Middle East. In a region

growing at an unparalleled pace as

regards population and regulatory

requirements, attracting and retaining

skilled talent is highly competitive. With

the Gulf Cooperation Council countries

(GCC) being an expatriate hub and with

the growing demand to attract nationals,

keeping employees engaged poses a

great challenge to organizations.

“Employee engagement,” as described by

most experts, is the employee’s job

satisfaction, loyalty and inclination to

expend discretionary effort toward

organizational goals. It is a known

formula–having a highly engaged

workforce drives high performance thus

generating business results and an

improved organizational impact. Easier

said than done! 

Organizations today are faced with a

great challenge to engage with a

workforce that is very diverse; composed

of several generations with generation Y

(the Millennials) on the rise, estimated 

to make up to 75 percent of the global

workforce by 2025, a gender mix,

dispersed teams, and a mobile workforce

demanding different experiences and

work flexibility. In the GCC, cultural

diversity is quite high, with one

organization capable of employing over

30 nationalities in the same location.

Clearly implementing a one-size-fits-all

approach towards employee engagement

will not work. The way people are

engaged may vary from one individual to

the other but ultimately if an organization

conducts the appropriate interventions

and redefines engagement, then they are

on their way to fostering change in the

organizational culture.  

Shifting gears 

While many organizations conduct

employer engagement surveys, not 

many have been successful in devising

actionable solutions to create tangible

business outcomes and make the

organization “irresistible.”  According 

to a study published in the Deloitte

Review–“Becoming irresistible: a new

model for employee engagement”–work

contracts have changed to favor the

employee, forcing business leaders to

learn how to build an organization that

engages employees as “sensitive,

passionate and creative contributors.”

The shift is to move from improving

employee engagement to focusing on

building an irresistible organization. This

is a winning formula regardless of where

the organization is located on the map.

Deloitte research conducted across 150

countries among top executives indicates

that employee engagement in the Middle

East, based on survey respondents, was

considered “of importance to business

leaders.” The key change to be made is

for organizations in the Middle East, if 

not already doing so, to introduce a 

more frequent method of measuring

engagement versus annual or bi-annual

surveys only, through pulse surveys and

real-time feedback systems. It is well

proven that when employees feel

empowered and have a high sense 

of ownership of their careers, their

engagement is significantly higher.

Organizations within the Middle East

region must pick up this pace and

constantly measure employee

engagement, or they will be left behind.

Millennials are invading the workforce

In the GCC, cultural

diversity is quite high,

with one organization

capable of employing

over 30 nationalities in

the same location. Clearly

implementing a one-size-

fits-all approach towards

employee engagement

will not work.
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Talent management

and they are not loyal to the

organizations, they are loyal to

themselves. According to the 2016

Deloitte Millennial Survey, many Millennials

have one foot out the door with two in

three Millennials expected to leave their

current organization by 2020. Taking into

account the Middle East’s young

population, this is alarming to any

organization.  

Make work “irresistible”

Deloitte research suggests that we need

to rethink the problem. There are three

issues to address as indicated in the

research: 

1. Organizations need to expand their

thinking about what “engagement”

means today, giving managers and

leaders specific practices they can

adopt, and holding line leaders

accountable. 

2. Organizations need tools and methods

that measure and capture employee

feedback and sentiment on a real-time,

local basis so they can continuously

adjust management practices and the

work environment at a local level.

These tools include employee feedback

systems as well as data analytics

systems that help identify and predict

factors that create low engagement 

and retention problems.

3. Leaders in business and human

resources need to raise employee

engagement from an HR program to 

a core business strategy.

Make work meaningful. Set and

implement the appropriate tools to

identify the right fit of people for the 

right job. Provide employees with the

opportunity to feel part of teams, make

decisions, and have an imprint and

contribute to the success of the

MILLENNIAL LOYALTY
Winning over the next generation of leaders

The 2016 Deloitte Millenial Survey

of Millennials expect to leave their
organization by the end of 2020

ONE FOOT OUT THE DOOR

66%

M

Five key elements that will drive engagement 

Meaningful
work

Hands-on
management

Positive work
environment

A focus on simplicity

Growth
opportunity

Trust in
leadership

Autonomy Clear, transparent
goals

Flexible work
environment

Training and
support on the job

Mission and
purpose

Small,
empowered

teams

Invest in 
management
development

Culture of
recognition

Self-directed, 
dynamic learning

Transparency
and honesty

Select to fit Coaching Humanistic
workplace

Facilitated talent
mobility

Continuous
investment in

people

Time for slack
Modern

performance
management

Inclusive, diverse
work environment

High-impact
learning culture Inspiration

       

 

   

 

   
   

 

    
  

    

   
  

Source: Deloitte University Press, DUPress.com
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organization; while equipping them 

with the resources and developmental

opportunities they need to succeed. 

With the rapid change of jobs within the

current employee pool, organizations

need to develop their people more

quickly and provide a regular cycle of

promotion so employees continuously

feel they are adding value. Lastly, give

people time to think, create and rest as

this has a great impact on engagement,

as per a Harvard Business Review research

paper.

Foster great management. Direct

managers have the day-to-day interaction

with the people allowing them to develop

and grow. One of the key engagement

drivers for people is when goals are

visible and transparent to them. Great

managers support people in setting

actionable goals that are revisited

regularly throughout the year. They invest

their time in employees through coaching

and mentoring. Research has proven that

a coaching culture is highly correlated

with a high performance organization 

and employee engagement.  

Establish a positive work

environment. The nature of life has

completely shifted and for leaders to

engage their people, they must give 

them a flexible and supportive work

environment. Studies show that 68

percent of women would rather have

more free time than make more money.

Organizations within the Middle East

must all introduce flexible work

arrangement policies for both women

and men. With the employment rate for

women at 26 percent in the Middle East

and North Africa, one of the lowest

worldwide according to World Bank

estimates, taking action to introduce 

such policies is no longer a perk but an

essential component to make work fit

into life through accessing the women

talent pool; thus enhancing business

performance. Another key driver to a

positive engaged work environment is

recognition. Building a recognition culture

that is tied to the business strategy and

allowing people to be involved through

peer-to-peer recognition, will have an

impact on engagement. Recognition is

everyone’s business starting from the

leadership group within the organization.

The words “thank you” do come a long

way. Lastly, a highly engaged workforce is

generally a diverse workforce being multi-

generational, gender-balanced and 

multi-cultured. Diversity and inclusion 

is a must-have and should be a business

strategy that is embedded into the DNA

of every organization.  

Provide opportunities for growth.

Both formal and informal learning

opportunities are a critical engagement

component in any organization allowing

leaders to push employees out of their

comfort zone and stretching their

capabilities through ongoing

developmental opportunities. Another

area is fostering mobility: allowing people

to explore different types of assignments

and roles. Finally, organizations should

look at their management and leadership

behaviors to make sure they foster a

learning culture. Most leaders are

rewarded for generating business and

making the numbers. While this is

certainly essential, leaders should also be

rewarded for developing people, moving

them into the most effective roles, and

keeping retention high.

Establish a sense of purpose. The 

final and perhaps the most important

area to being “irresistible” is when an

organization has a clear sense of purpose

and vision which is transparent across the

organization and lived by every day. With

the Millennials representing larger

segments of the workforce, corporate

values that are shared with and believed

by Millennials promote loyalty, particularly

when employers demonstrate a strong

sense of company purpose beyond

financial success, according to the 2016

Deloitte Millennial Survey. Leaders should

continuously invest in their people by

According to the 2016
Deloitte Millennial Survey,
many Millennials have
one foot out the door
with two in three
Millennials expected to
leave their current
organization by 2020.
Taking into account the
Middle East’s young
population, this is
alarming to any
organization.
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spending money on learning and

providing them with their time through

regular team meetings and providing

feedback to drive a high impact work

environment. Lastly, leaders should focus

on being “inspiring leaders” by walking the

talk through making a distinct leadership

impact, leading by example, building a

strong sense of team, and inspiring

loyalty and followership. This will be

cascaded down all the way within the

organization. When organizations offer

people a vision and purpose greater than

financial return, they attract passionate

individuals who want to contribute and

make an impact every day. This is what

makes people want to get up and go to

work every day with an intention to stay. 

On compensation. Notice that

throughout this article there is no

mention of compensation. Research has

proven that if employees are fairly paid

and compensated, then pay is just a

hygiene factor and has no direct

correlation to engagement. Increasing

compensation will not make people more

engaged nor make them stay within the

organization. 

In summary 

Engagement is the responsibility of the

entire organization and most importantly

leaders. Given the dynamic workforce

within the Middle East region,

organizations have a more complex

challenge to deal with to keep their

people engaged. The focus should be

around transparent practices coupled

with a strong internal communication

strategy that keeps people constantly

motivated. One common engagement

finding within the Middle East region is

that people always feel the need to be

recognized. 

An engaged workforce will be committed

to the organization, have pride to be part

of the organization, be satisfied, as well as

advocate the organization both internally

and externally. Highly engaged employees

multiplied with an enabling work

environment will result in high

organizational performance. 

There should be constant efforts to

determine people’s level of engagement

to attract and retain the best. It is about

doing many things right through

redefining engagement and keeping up

with the changing workforce and talent

economy.  

Sources

1. 2016 Deloitte Millennial survey

2. 2016 Human Capital trends

3. Josh Bersin, “Becoming irresistible: A new model

for employee engagement,” Deloitte Review,

Deloitte University press, January 2015 

By Maya Rafii Zaatari, Director, Human

Resources, Deloitte, Middle East

Junior and Senior Millennials who said 
purpose was part of the reason they 

chose to work at their company

PURPOSE

66%
50%

Given the dynamic workforce within the
Middle East region, organizations have
a more complex challenge to deal with
to keep their people engaged. The
focus should be around transparent
practices coupled with a strong internal
communication strategy that keeps
people constantly motivated.

Talent management

Source: 2016 Deloitte Millennial Survey





Family business

“Communication,
Communication,
Communication” 
Risk management is a top concern to most firms

and family businesses. Within this context, the

often disregarded relevance of good

communication is alarming. 
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Communication is not just integral to the

smooth transition of a family business

from one generation to the next, it is

imperative for the continuing success of 

a family business where the differing

outcomes of commercial and emotional

decisions often conflict. 

Most business families suffer from the

effects of poor communication. In a family

business, it is common to see members

of the family taking existing, often

inherited, communication channels and

efforts for granted, despite there often

being room for significant improvement. 

By their very nature, family members in 

a business can have several roles–as

owners, employees, advisors, as well 

as shareholders–and this drives the

frequency, depth and nature of what

ought to be communicated. But families 

in business are of course also spouses,

children, parents, siblings and cousins,

and again, communication among them

can be affected by prior experience and

family folklore as well as the behavior of

other family members.

Unfortunately, in many cases, this means

that business interactions become

complicated when an individual is both 

a family member and an involved or

interested party as the two worlds of

family and business collide. The

divergence between someone’s role and

responsibilities in the family and his or

her role and responsibilities within the

business can create confusion among the

family members and within the business,

and can ultimately lead to conflict.

Recognizing the nature and dynamics of

the different relationships within a family

business is critical to effective

communication. However, it is also

necessary to be aware that as people 

and businesses mature and evolve, these

relationship dynamics can also change

and evolve.

For example, when second generation

siblings inherit shares in a business from

their parents, the relationship between

them is no longer just that of siblings but

also now as shareholders and partners in

a business. Inevitably this adds a different

dynamic and intensity to their natural

fraternal relationship. 

It is clear that in any evolving family

business, as the number of shareholders

and family members increases, so too,

does the interaction between them. It is

therefore necessary to ensure that the

platforms used for communication also

evolve with them. The increased

complexity of relationships associated

with such growth should be a catalyst for 

a different form of consultation and

decision-making within the business.

The constantly evolving and changing

dynamic within any family means that 

the nature, frequency and channels of

communication undergo rapid changes,

often without the members even realizing

it. In the context of a family in business, it

is however important to understand the

nature of these changes, which, if not

adequately addressed, can often lead to

challenges within the family and the

business.

Before we understand these potential

challenges, it is important to understand

why we communicate, and the

information we are communicating. 

In the family business context, one

communicates to express emotions, to

share ideas, dreams and visions, plans

and ambitions for the family and the

business. While some of this information

may be deemed mundane and routine or

irrelevant, some of it is not, and can be

critical to the effective operation of the

family and the business.

Effective communication within the

business oils the wheels that keep the

company moving, regardless of whether

the communication mechanisms are

formally documented and codified, or

whether a more informal and ad-hoc

system is in place. 

Two-way communication among family

members should be encouraged,

remembering of course that

communication can be both verbal 

and non-verbal. To facilitate this, it is

critical to identify situations in which

family members involved in the business

as well as non-working family

members/shareholders need to be

apprised of certain information, or 

kept abreast of developing situations.

Defective communication channels pose 

a number of threats in any business, but

In a family-owned
business, problems with
defective communication
strategies often arise
when key information is
only shared with part of
the family, while leaving
others, and any non-
family employees in the
dark



specifically in a family business, such

deficiencies can diminish or be perceived

to diminish the relative standing of a

particular family member within the

family and business sphere, and as such,

is likely to put him or her on the

defensive, and may give rise to so-called

“attack and defense postures” among

“supporters.”

In a family-owned business, problems

with defective communication strategies

often arise when key information is only

shared with part of the family, while

leaving others, and any non-family

employees in the dark. Often this lack of

communication happens quite innocently

with no malicious intent (indeed it is often

done with the best of intentions, e.g. to

avoid troubling or worrying other family

members or employees) but it is

important to be aware of the risks of a

negative reaction. Excluding those who

have a right to be kept informed of

certain matters pertaining to the family

business can be perceived (rightly or

wrongly) as a deliberate attempt to

conceal information and as an act of

deceit.  

Confused or defective communication

within a family business can result from a

myriad of sources. While no two family

businesses are the same, the common

denominators are a) a lack of alignment

and b) a lack of clarity.  

Where families lack alignment, some

individuals within the family ecosphere 

do not understand the motives of the

actions of others and this may give rise 

to inaccurate assumptions about the

behavior of the people around them.

Consequently, messages can be

misinterpreted (or not even passed on) 

or suggestions and ideas misunderstood. 

Similarly, there is a risk where there is a

lack (or perceived lack) of clarity around

family business matters. This is because

where there is uncertainty, there is also

insecurity, which in turn breeds instability.

Such negativity adversely affects

emotions, and as such impacts the quality

and robustness of relationships within

the family business.

Clearly, with these potential challenges

around every corner, it is beneficial to 

be able to separate the business from 

its management, and thus achieve a

degree of detachment from emotion 

and enhance the use of reason. To be

truly effective, it is necessary to ensure

effective boundaries are drawn between

the two systems, while retaining a means

of connecting both systems where

necessary.

This is particularly relevant in a family

business where there are many potential

sources of conflict due to having both

familial relationships and business

relationships simultaneously at play. Be 

it an issue of succession, a decision about

declaring dividends or re-investment into

the business, or simply conflicting

personal or commercial objectives and

priorities, inter-personal dynamics exist.

There are many communication

strategies that can be employed to help

families in business effectively manage

both the family and business

components. A starting point is for

families to try and identify the issues that

currently cause conflict and stress as well

as those that have the potential to do so.

Policies that pre-empt such issues can

then be developed, forums in which such

issues can be discussed frankly can be

implemented, and methods to reconcile

family business conflicts can be agreed

upon. 

Introducing the necessary

communication channels and decision-

making platforms as well as defining a

conflict resolution mechanism allows a

family to capitalize on its competitive

advantage of being a family business,

while also manages the risk and threats

associated that come with being a family

business.

Just as the realtor’s adage “location,

location, location” holds true for real

estate, the successful family business

adage “communication, communication,

communication” is true. Only when a

family is able to properly manage the

“family component,” and keep it separate

from the business, can the latter truly

prosper.  

By Walid Chiniara, Partner and Deloitte

Private Leader, Middle East and Yasmine

Omari, Family Business Advisor, Deloitte

Private, Middle East
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Family business

Just as the realtor’s 
adage “location, location,
location” holds true for
real estate, the
successful family
business adage
“communication,
communication,
communication” is true



The very real
growth of
Virtual Reality 
Virtual reality (VR) is multi-sensory

immersive environment, consisting of

hardware and software components,

which provides a virtual world experience

via a head-mounted display. Operationally,

VR hardware consists of sensors in the

headset that track the user’s movements

and change the user’s view accordingly.

This gives users the impression of being

physically present in a virtual

environment. 

VR technology is not new. It has been

around for several years and has been

mostly developed for its core market,

namely dedicated computer gamers 

who seek a rich, interactive gaming

environment.  



Virtual Reality
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Development of VR technology has

spurred a global race to identify and

capture the next major market

opportunities. Hardware device

manufacturers and software developers

are collaborating with architects,

designers, healthcare practitioners and

other sector experts to develop the next

generation of interactive products and

services. Even in the gaming industry, 

the main consumer of VR products, 

closer collaboration with automobile

manufacturers and sporting associations,

for instance, is producing more

interactive and realistic games enhanced

through VR technology. 

MENA market development: 2016 will

continue to be the year of VR gaming 

Deloitte predicts that most Middle East

North Africa (MENA) revenues from VR

devices and services in 2016 will continue

to be driven by video games. According to

regional sources, the estimated MENA

computer gaming market is currently

valued at almost US$1.5bn and is

expected to continue growing, with the

majority of growth coming from the 

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region. 

The Middle East is one of the fastest

growing and most promising regions 

for VR, both for gaming and enterprise

applications. Countries such as the

United Arab Emirates (UAE), Bahrain 

and Saudi Arabia have seen consumers

adopt head-mounted displays (HMD), 

an integral component of many VR

applications, for both gaming and

corporate use. With a high disposable

income, a young and rapidly growing

population and increased demand for

leisure activities, the gaming industry 

has experienced rapid growth, with 

VR following suit. 

Early adopters of concept gaming

products will continue to be the mainstay

of the industry but increasingly more

products will begin to be purchased by

casual gamers. VR-enabled games are

delivered for personal computers (PC),

console and mobile platforms, with

currently the largest segment being PC

solutions. VR applications delivered

through smartphone and tablet devices

will also continue to grow, however most

are still at an early stage of development

and will mostly appeal to casual gamers

or technology enthusiasts.

Market growth drivers

Although currently at a low base, the VR

market in the MENA region is expected 

to grow at a rapid rate. Deloitte analysis

suggests growth is likely to be driven by

the following factors:

• Renewed corporate focus on

innovation to re-invigorate growth –

increasing focus by MENA companies to

deliver innovative new products and

services tailored to the demands of

regional customers.

• Increased pressure to reduce

operational costs due to the continued

depression of oil prices – companies

(such as oil and gas majors) hit by

depressed oil prices will look to

technologies such as VR to lower their

cost base (e.g. for oil exploration and

remote assessment of hostile

environments.)

• Lower acquisition costs and greater

accessibility to VR technologies and

expertise – latest generation of VR

technologies are enabled through

hardware and software available to

consumers at low relative cost base.

• An increase in population size,

especially younger generations –

increase in number of computer gamers

and interest in VR-enabled gaming, and

interest in enterprise applications.

VR revenue share per geography (2015)

Americas

Source: Marketsandmarkets.com, 
Arabiangazette.com, Statista.com 
  

12%

5%

83%

EMEA APAC

According to regional
sources, the estimated
MENA computer gaming
market is currently valued
at almost US$1.5bn and
is expected to continue
growing, with the majority
of growth coming from
the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) region
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Virtual Reality

If implemented correctly, VR solutions can

produce significant increases in employee

engagement and productivity. They can

provide a low-cost method for people to

collaborate on projects, share ideas and

immediately determine the effects and

impact of design changes. 

For retailers, VR can be used as personal

technology to enable a more immersive

experience. According to technology

research firm Gartner, “business

moments” will become the building

blocks for new businesses as barriers

between the physical and virtual worlds

begin to blur. 

Corporate VR: on the horizon but 

not quite there yet

However, before VR technologies become

mainstream there are still significant

challenges to surmount. For all the

development in headset technology,

HMDs can still be awkward to use and

may not appeal to or be practical for

certain types of corporate applications.

Research continues in alternative display

formats and technologies that could

effectively simulate real-world scenarios.

VR manufacturers will also need to

consider usability and the key factors 

that drive behavioral change. 

Moreover, for mainstream adoption to

occur, the market will need to agree on 

an open standards framework that will 

be used by software developers to create

the next generation of VR applications.

The emergence of a predominant

development standard and device will

likely spur the next generation of growth 

in the VR market. 

by Zaid Selman, Assistant Director,

Transaction Services, Deloitte Corporate

Finance Limited

VR: Beyond gaming?

Outside of the gaming industry, VR is making inroads in the GCC corporate sector as

has been witnessed by the introduction of new VR solutions such as the following:

Company Location Technology Description

UAE-based

software

developer 

Dubai UAE Virtual reality

platform 

• Development of an augmented reality game for a

leading bank in the UAE. 

• The game is targeted at 7 to 14-year olds and

provides an engaging approach to learn about

savings. 

• It is accessible through an information kiosk at

selected bank branches.

Virtual

reality

software

developer

UAE

Canada

Virtual reality

property 

walk-through

• The firm provides modeling for property developers

and agents, permitting customers to virtually “walk-

through” current and future property developments.

• This allows clients to get a feel for the property and

how it will look before committing to an investment.  

• The company has an established customer base in

Canada and is making inroads into the Middle East

market.

Virtual

Reality 

(VR) and

advanced

visualisation

company

United

Kingdom

United

States

Germany

Malaysia

Visual rendering

3D software for

design and

manufacturing

• A UK company with international offices has

developed 3D virtual reality software for

manufacturing and research-oriented companies. 

• Using powerful rendering software and projection

technology, companies as diverse as construction

firms, military equipment providers and aircraft

engine manufacturers conduct design reviews and

model prototypes in real time.

• Integrated VR solutions such as these allow

customers to configure and integrate more easily

into their existing operations. Moreover, these

solutions are becoming more affordable and

practical in real terms.

For mainstream adoption
to occur, the market will
need to agree on an
open standards
framework that will be
used by software
developers to create the
next generation of VR
applications





East meets
Middle East

Construction

Getting the recipe right
Few can negate the importance of the

construction, infrastructure and property

development industries in transforming

the economies of many of the GCC

countries. They continue to be very

powerful and visible indicators of the

development of modern Arab cities and

infrastructure across the region. From

ports, road, rail to power, water and

transportation, the GCC has been, over

the last 40 years, the epicenter of mega

construction projects, all eagerly

publicized to the world. In doing so it has

created a magnet of attraction for the

world’s leading contractors, consultants,

funders and investors, eager to play their

part in the growing success of the region. 

But as regional and global interests and

influences change, as Asia reaches out

ever westward, what will it mean for the

construction, infrastructure and property

industry? What trends should we expect?

What benefits are to be gained? What

significance of the clash of “East meets

West” as increasingly, the East (Asia) 

meets the Middle East? Where are the

opportunities in this increasing regional

fusion with Asia and how should Middle

Eastern businesses move forward to

explore the benefits for their investment,

development or infrastructure projects?

Additionally, what separates fact from

myth when considering whether looking

East is the right call?
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The opportunities... 

Firstly let us consider some of the ‘big

ticket’ benefits that typify Asian market

providers. These are in no particular

order of significance:     

1. Size, capacity & price – Many Asian

companies have generations of

expertise, track records and significant

manpower to dwarf the size of many

U.S./European competitors. All

traditionally at a lower cost.

2. Quality improvements – Product

research, development and technology

has seen a boom over the last 20 years

with matching benefits to higher quality

and reliability of manufactured

products and systems for the

construction industry. While there is

still a huge variance in cost and quality,

effective procurement can yield

significant benefits on both.

3. Supply chain integration – Most

companies are either vertically or

horizontally integrated providing

collaboration opportunities throughout

the supply chain for MENA companies.

Others on the other hand prefer more

local integration (including joint

ventures) as a way of reducing 

delivery risk. 

4. Social Infrastructure know-how –

Many of the larger companies have

grown through the delivery of national

welfare agendas over many decades, 

in housing, health and education

provision on a huge scale reflecting

their high populations, budgetary

constraints and geographical diversity. 

5. Heavy Infrastructure DNA – As with

social infrastructure many of these

companies have grown and delivered

to the industrialization agendas of their

home and neighboring countries from

power and utilities, rail, road, aviation,

bringing vast experience and expertise.

Consider for instance, China’s railways

move more people by rail in a day than

anywhere else on the globe!  

6. Technology Transfer/Share – The

entering into strategic joint ventures 

to share and develop technology

transfers, such as one between the

UAE and Korean Governments to

design, build and operate the UAE’s

new nuclear power stations highlights

the “share and transfer” opportunities

of such a collaboration on tangible

assets delivery but also uniquely in

intangible experience and know-how.  

7. Funding from Asian banks – The 

One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative

from China is one of a number of Asian

country initiatives focusing specifically

on increasing overseas investment in

the delivery and operation of core

assets and infrastructure. The recent

formation of the US$100bn UAE/Asian

Investment Fund typifies this growing

trend across the MENA region.  

…and how to harness them

Recognizing the changing landscape 

and the scale and reach of many Asian

organizations, how do businesses engage

and evaluate whether this model would

work for them? 

1. Recognize that the Asian markets and

industries have matured significantly

over the last 20 years. With the

appropriate procurement safeguards,

the sourcing of high quality, technically

advanced and reliable products is

possible. The key is to be well informed

and inquisitive.

2. Invest in effective and insightful advice

on the Asian markets. This will allow for

a stronger appreciation and integration

As regional and global
interests and influences
change, as Asia reaches
out ever westward, what
will it mean for the
construction,
infrastructure and
property industry? What
trends should we expect?
What benefits are to be
gained? 
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of cultural and technical differences

from the outset. Remember that

“differences” could often yield

innovative solutions by challenging 

pre-conceived norms thereby “pushing

the needle.” For example, perhaps

reducing Capex investment without

increasing Opex costs, or introducing

new proven Asian technology into the

MENA market.

3. Seek early advice to understand and

map potential collaborations/joint

venture options. Focus needs to be on

more than just how these might work

from a legal perspective but also from 

a cultural and operational perspective.

For example - how will the combined

delivery team work? Do business

cultures align, compliment or

potentially clash? Who will lead the

joint venture? How will data be

managed? What project controls will 

be adopted? How will each partner

manage and comply with financial

reporting, quality assurance and quality

control (QA/QC) requirements? You can

see how the complexity quickly rises!   

4. Identify and nurture new relationships

with an experienced advisory partner,

familiar with the Asian markets who 

can locate, navigate and support

(sometimes arbitrate) a new venture

from the forming to performing 

phases of any new joint venture/team

formation. The advisor should act as 

the independent broker to defuse 

any differences and (often cultural)

suspicions that sometimes arise purely

from a “lost in translation perspective.”

Ensure that you remain focused on

successful solutions and aligned

outputs at all times, not politics, as has

unfortunately happened once too

often. 

5. Ensure that early and strong

governance, processes and

procedures/project controls are

developed and deployed. Ensure that

the new organization is designed and

supported by proven technology to

underpin everything it does.

6. Ensure that your advisory firm is

experienced in interacting and dealing

with Asian and international business

practices and cultures. Overlaying this

with MENA insight and experience can

provide a potent and winning formula.

7. Research and understand the benefits

of potential investment support or

third party funding. What are the terms

of the agreement? How does this

benefit or complicate your own future

strategic goals, including exit options?

Does the funding also leverage

potential benefits in lower construction

costs through wider collaboration?        

With the slowing of the MENA markets it

seems inevitable that many companies

will increasingly come under pressure to

deliver more for less. To meet this new

agenda, it is worth reappraising and

embracing the Asian model as an

opportunity. 

By redefining the relationship with Asia

and taking a measured but collaborative

approach, leading companies should be

able to successfully access core capability,

resources, strong supply chains as well 

as potential financing via Asia’s largest

banks, developers and construction

companies.

Part of the secret to success in this

complex fusion of businesses and

cultures is appointing the right advisor to

balance these undeniable but navigable

differences and in so doing, achieving the

synergies of this powerful East meets

Middle East fusion. 

It’s all about getting the recipe right.

by Andrew Jeffery, Managing Director,

Capital Projects, Deloitte Corporate

Finance Limited

By redefining the relationship with 
Asia and taking a measured but
collaborative approach, leading
companies should be able to
successfully access core capability,
resources, strong supply chains as 
well as potential financing via Asia’s
largest banks, developers and
construction companies



Transformers II
Time for strategic
choices in the
telecoms market  



TMT
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Three fundamental parameters drive the

economics of Communication Service

Providers (CSP): the customers who are

willing to buy their services, the price

realization of these services and the cost

structure underpinning them. Arguably,

each of these three is undergoing a

transformation of unprecedented

magnitude. While these changes are 

seen as major disruptors in the CSP

marketplace and how they have

historically run their businesses, they 

also unfold opportunities  for innovation

and development of telecom products

and services in the marketplace. 

Business model disruptions in the

telecoms and media industry

The root cause of disruption to the

telecoms business model is the pace 

and volume at which the non-traditional

service providers (e.g. internet players or

tech companies) are gaining a share of 

the traditional telco space. This non-

traditional competition has been

constantly redefining user experience

through communication services

innovation, challenging the more

traditional service provider. As a result,

and as seen over the course of the past

five years, it has impacted both the value

share and profitability of traditional

telecom companies. Over the top (OTT)

players, on the other hand, have achieved

significant year-on-year growth, riding the

wave of business model innovation in the

communications sector. 

There are two clear dimensions to the

OTT-driven business model disruption: 

the first one being the services offering

proposition–such as Google’s launch of 

its “project fi”–that signals the appetite 

to develop and diversify mobile virtual

operations services. Amazon and Netflix

are two similar examples of online players

that are engaging in the communications

and media sector, making inroads in 

cloud services and redefining the pay 

TV landscape. The second key lever to 

the disruption is the demand for

infrastructure to deliver those services. 

A case in point is the evolution of the 

data center market that is no longer 

the monopoly of service providers.

Facebook’s indigenous data center

approach is a move in that direction.

Utilities too are going through a

transformative approach in how they

monetize the large investments they 

have made in technology and telecoms

infrastructure over decades, on the back

of large programs such as smart metering

or connected homes. Although these

indicators are widely driven by western

markets, the impact can already be seen

in the Middle East, and the trend will only

push regional service providers towards

services innovation and business model

transformation. 

Even in high average revenue per user

(ARPU) markets like the GCC, the impact

of such business model disruptions has

been dearly felt with a combination of

price pressure coupled with high capital

and operational spend. Earnings Before

Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and

Amortization (EBITDA) and Earnings

Before Interest, Taxes (EBIT) margins 

of regional telcos have been under

consistent pressure over the past five

Even in high average

revenue per user (ARPU)

markets like the GCC, the

impact of such business

model disruptions has

been dearly felt with a

combination of price

pressure coupled with

high capital and

operational spend



years as shown in the exhibit below,

dropping by six percent on average in

regional telco groups between 2010 

and 2014.

The degradation of the operators’

financial performance is often linked to

dilution in voice service’s ARPU,

challenges in adequately monetizing 

data services, and the growth in

alternative communications including

Voice over IP (VoIP) and messaging

services (Whatsapp etc.). Overall, the

uptake of next generation services has

not yet compensated for the erosion of

traditional service ARPU in most of the

regional telco groups (see exhibit below).

While the regulation in the Middle East 

is playing a role to contain the erosion 

of traditional telco revenues from VoIP

and other internet-based applications, it

is often a partial and short-term solution

to a rather complex challenge. 
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 EBITDA and EBIT evolution – regional vs. international telco groups (2010-2015)

2010 2011 

48%

45%

33%

30%31%

24%

(1) Etisalat, STC, Ooredoo, Zain
(2) Orange, Vodafone, T-Mobile

Source: Annual Reports

2012 2013 2014 2015 

Average EBITDA % - Regional Telco Groups1 

Average EBIT % - Regional Telco Group1 

Average EBITDA % - International Telco Groups2

ARPU evolution – regional vs. international telco groups (2010-2015) in USD per month

Average ARPU - Regional Telco Groups1

ARPU = 18.3
Average ARPU 2015 – Western Europe2

 

-2% 

20.3

18.6 

CAGR 

(1) Etisalat, Ooredoo, Zain
(2) UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain

Source: Annual Reports

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

While the regulation in

the Middle East is playing

a role to contain the

erosion of traditional

telco revenues from VoIP

and other internet-based

applications, it is often a

partial and short-term

solution to a rather

complex challenge

TMT
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Middle Eastern telecom service providers

have begun to address these financial,

business performance and disruption

challenges. For example, STC has a fresh

approach toward digital services and has

proven its commitment through the

recent launch of Jawwy. Omantel has also

announced its intent to implement agile

and lean operations, while Mobily’s

strategic initiative is to transform into a

true information and communications

(ICT) player, leveraging its leadership in

data services.  

The two transformation imperatives

for CSPs

The telecom industry is one that has

always experienced high-impact changes,

however at present the industry is being

re-defined in the true sense as

disruptions drive CSPs toward making

their strategic transformation choices.

Deloitte views that the future lies in the

choices that favor either a capacity pipe

low-cost approach or a value player

growth-driven approach. 

Value stream player

These service providers gear their

transformation towards adjacent

incremental markets and revenues.

These players will identify ecosystems 

that support the changes in the

communications landscape through

Internet of Things (IoT) digital platforms,

premium content and smart connectivity

solutions. Data monetization and

innovative subscriptions-based pricing

models enable these programs in a non

traditional way for the CSPs. These

programs aim to counteract the

challenges from OTT players and 

diversify the addressable market. 

A number of telcos have taken a step 

in that direction. Deutsche Telekom’s

HomeNetwork 2.0 project is a smart

connectivity initiative that is a step

towards monetizing the IoT ecosystem. 

As a result, consumers are able to

automate their home appliances 

through mobile devices. Smart metering

applications similarly monetize the CSP

access into the home.  In the United

States AT&T has embarked on its IoT

program with an effective ecosystem of

partners. This program is aimed at

leveraging the ground-breaking

communication access technologies and

delivering value to the market through an

integrated solutions provider approach. 

Magnitude
Scope, Scale, Frequency

Risk
Security, Reliability, Accuracy

Time
Latency, Timeliness

 Telco’s roles in the IoT Value Chain

Augmented 
Behavior

Augmented 
Intelligence

Sensors

Networks

Standards

Act

Create

CommunicateAggregate

Analyze

Source: Monitor Deloitte Analysis
Own value creation
Value creation through partners

Connectivity 
Provider

IoT Platform
Provider

Integrated 
Solutions 
Provider

The telecom industry 

is one that has always

experienced high-impact

changes, however at

present the industry is

being re-defined in the

true sense as disruptions

drive CSPs toward 

making their strategic

transformation choices
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Cost advantage player 

Information management, collaboration

systems, process automation and digital

back office amongst others are helping

CSPs reduce complexity and cut costs. 

The cost advantage choice, if made, must

drive the organization, technology and

processes in a direction that delivers on

the principles of agility and flexibility. Cost

player models should have a distinct cost

advantage leveraged both from efficiency

of operations and economies of skill and

scale. 

The virtualization of technology and

functions is playing a major role in

evolving better and more efficient cost

structures for CSPs. Both network

functions virtualization (NFV) and

software defined networking (SDN) are 

a push in the direction of cost optimized

operations. 

One of the widely practiced cost

rationalization program is around the

processes and organizational

transformation, and has proven critical in

achieving the lowest cost base for CSPs.

These programs are aligned to the

objectives of making the business agile

through the automation of core functions

and reducing operational expenditure.

The core competitive advantage of the

cost player must enable it to apply

innovative utilization-based consumption

models to differentiate the connectivity

and capacity offerings. 

Conclusion

These drastic changes in the business

models of telcos have forced them 

to find new ways to interact with the 

digital ecosystem. For telcos to create

sustainable revenue streams from IoT 

or OTT they need to rethink their

commercial models and terms of

engagement with the other players in the

value chain. Going forward we foresee

that the partner lifecycle management

function of CSPs will become the

cornerstone of the next generation 

of telecoms services. 

By Emmanuel Durou, Consulting 

Partner and Technology, Media and

Telecommunications Leader, Deloitte,

Middle East and Hasan Iftikhar, Senior

Manager, Consulting, Deloitte, Middle

East 

One of the widely practiced cost
rationalization program is around 
the processes and organizational
transformation, and has proven 
critical in achieving the lowest cost
base for CSPs

TMT





Shaping CIO
Legacy 
In terms of demands, the Chief Information

Officer’s (CIO) role has varied widely over the 

last few years, perhaps more than any other CXO

position. The CIO today is expected to take on 

a much larger role in running an organization

and shaping its business strategy. In essence,

every company today is becoming a technology

company and the CIO has a unique opportunity

to drive and impact both, top-line and bottom-

line initiatives.

CIO Survey

CIO survey 
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For highly successful organizations, the

CIO’s impact and influence is extending

well beyond the day-to-day operations 

of its IT investment. The CIO’s business

priorities are not confined to their

industry and are operating in an

environment where industry boundaries

are blurring. CIOs play a critical role and

are instrumental in enabling the

organization's ability to predict and

quickly respond to market demands.

Their effective use of technological

disruptors is allowing organizations to

reach markets well beyond their

geographies. 

In preparing for the Deloitte 2015 Global

CIO Survey, we examined CIO job

descriptions to determine the role of 

a CIO. Our analysis was built on our

experience, which identified business

priorities, leadership and talent,

relationships, and investment priorities as

the four factors that shape a CIO's legacy

and three distinct patterns/clusters CIOs

fall into on how they deliver value. We

looked at the attributes, skills, and

competencies that define the CIO role

across industries, geographies, and

company size. We analyzed how CIOs

deliver value and how they operate 

within the leadership ecosystems of 

the organizations they serve.

Context shapes the CIO agenda

The marketplace and the individual

organizational strategy sets the context

for the CIO agenda. It defines the

boundaries of the CIO playing field 

and sets very high expectations for

performance.

CIOs are involved not just in driving

efficiency, but also in reimagining

customer experiences, reshaping how

work gets done, and even rewiring

business models. Business priorities are

key drivers for shaping the CIO agenda.  

CIOs around the globe were nearly

unanimous in identifying the top five

business priorities: performance, cost,

customers, innovation, and growth. 

These top priorities were consistent

across industry, geography, and size of

organization. One understandable

exception: CIOs involved in the public

sector selected “cyber security” over

“growth” as a top priority.

CIOs play a critical role
and are instrumental 
in enabling the
organization's ability 
to predict and quickly
respond to market
demands

CIOs are involved not just
in driving efficiency, but
also in reimagining
customer experiences,
reshaping how work gets
done, and even rewiring
business models

Top priorities as defined by CIOs

Source: Deloitte University Press: 2015 global 
CIO survey

Performance
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Innovation

Growth

Regulations

Reconfiguration

Cybersecurity

Talent
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CIO survey 

Driving impact

CIOs need to have not only technology

acumen but also the courage and

conviction to lead their organizations

through change. CIOs need to have the

ability to craft a long-term vision, and

possess the dedication needed to

manage the day-to-day operations.  

CIOs unanimously expressed a desire to

spend less time on operational activities

and more on strategic activities. But when

asked about their biggest obstacle, many

responded that they lacked staff to whom

they could delegate. Those CIOs who do

invest in their talent often rely on their

lieutenants to augment their skill sets;

they focus on building a team that can

deliver a balanced set of IT capabilities.

CIOs should give themselves the choice

to spend the time on the things they

need or want to spend time on. Building a

comprehensive IT organization structure

and support system will allow a CIO to

effectively delegate his responsibilities

and focus on the value added activities

expected of them.

When asked, CIOs overwhelmingly picked

the following six as the most important

for success in their role: influence with

internal stakeholders, communication

skills, understanding strategic business

priorities, talent management, technology

vision and leadership, and the ability to

lead complex, fast changing

environments. However, 91 percent of

CIOs in our global survey acknowledged

lacking at least one of these key skills.

Three skills with the largest gaps were the

ability to influence internal stakeholders,

talent management, and technology

vision and leadership. These gaps point

to a general proficiency in “managerial”

skills and a relative deficiency in the

“leadership” skills for CIOs. 

Building credibility and influence

The ability to influence internal

stakeholders was among the top

competencies that successful CIOs

require. However, many mix up strong

relationships with the ability to influence

business decisions and initiatives. While

having good relationships, these did not

guarantee influence and credibility. Our

global data suggests that a majority of

CIOs are not yet truly influential.

One CIO advised that the four ingredients

to build influence are “trust, credibility,

consistency, and track record.” The CIO’s

relationships must extend beyond C-level

and business unit leaders/senior

executives to include other business

stakeholders and executives. The CIO

should spend the time listening, relate

and empathize (not sympathize) with

businesses and their challenges.  

CIOs must sell their capabilities and 

value adds to the business. Frequent

interactions with other business

stakeholders are a key ingredient to their

effectiveness and influence within the C-

suite. They must demonstrate their

credibility and trustworthiness

consistently.

Driving value

Business leaders expect CIOs to provide

the competitive edge to their

organizations through technology.

Technology investments represent the

basis of value and impact for a CIO. The

Frequency of interaction

CEO

Poor relationshipStrong relationship

CFO

Business
leadership

CMO (Chief
marketing 

officer)

Chief digital
officer/Head

of digital

WeeklyDaily Monthly Quarterly Annually

Strength of relationship compared to frequency of interaction. What is you current strength 
in relationship vs. How frequently do you currently interact with the following constituents?

16.65%

22.40%

41.16%

16.25%

17.55%

48.06%

50.50%

41.64%

47.93%

50.16%

27.78%

20.17%

14.20%

30.30%

27.59%

8.39%

5.69%

2.77%

5.23%

4.39%

1.13%

1.24%

0.24%

0.55%

0.31%

Source: Deloitte University Press: 2015 global CIO survey
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budgets that CIOs oversee and influence

are a direct reflection of how they are

creating value for the organization.

CIOs have faced the age-old challenge 

of optimizing operational spend while

creating a long-term vision and

infrastructure to support the future

needs of the business. This is further

complicated by technological

development and rapidly increasing

number of disruptors a CIO has to face. 

It is essential for the CIO to introduce

technologies at the right time in their

hype cycle to address specific business

needs. Being hard-pressed to introduce a

new technology at the wrong time or

without strong business need could

result in an undesirable outcome.

When asked which technologies will have

significant impact on the business within

two years, CIOs unsurprisingly named

analytics, business intelligence, and

digital. What was surprising was that the

definition, scope, and specific technology

investments for each of these technology

initiatives varied significantly from

organization to organization. 

This lack of definition is often confusing

for business leaders and can lead to

misunderstandings and conflicting goals.

It is the CIOs responsibility to remove the

technical jargon and focus more on the

business solutions, impact, and value that

these technologies deliver.

Patterns 

There are three different patterns that

describe how CIOs are delivering value

today and provide a powerful approach

for understanding how CIOs must adapt

to meet the dynamic requirements of

their roles. These are as a trusted

orchestrator (operator), business 

co-creator and change instigator.

The Trusted operator (orchestrator) CIO 

is the largest CIO legacy group at 42

percent. They are focused to deliver

operational discipline within their

organizations by focusing on cost,

operational efficiency, and performance

reliability. They also provide enabling

technologies, support business

transformation efforts, and align to

business strategy.  

The business expects trusted operators

to concentrate their efforts on the

fundamentals of delivering consistent,

reliable, scalable, and secure technology

while ensuring cost efficiency. Trusted

operators are most likely to report to the

CFO because of their cost mandate. 

The Change instigator CIO represents 

the smallest CIO legacy pattern group,

accounting for 22 percent of our survey

population. A Change instigator CIO takes

the lead on technology-enabled business

transformation and change initiatives.

They allocate significant time to

supporting business strategy and

delivering emerging technologies.

Change instigators’ investment priorities

tend to be customer-focused, with a

priority on flexibility and speed. Because

of their mandate, change instigators

typically report to the CEO. They would be

actively looking for ways to enhance the

role of technology in their organizations.

Change instigators spend much of their

time, naturally, initiating change. They

have strong involvement supporting 

end customers and are most likely to 

be engaged in end-customer-related

initiatives. They are highly interested in

aggregating and analyzing data to help

business leaders make more informed

decisions. They ranked analytics as the

technology that will most impact their

business in the next two years.

Visibility

Peak of inflated 
expectations

Plateau of
productivity

Slope of 
enlightenment

Trough of 
disillusionment

Technology trigger

Source: Gartner

Time

Hype curve

Three distinct patterns of how CIOs deliver 
value

Co-creator

InstigatorOrchestrator

Source: Deloitte University Press: 2015 global 
CIO survey



Change instigators are often brought in 

to change the status quo and are likely 

to be found in organizations undergoing

fluctuating corporate revenues. Change

instigators have an unambiguous view of

their destination. They are experts at

painting a picture of this destination and

motivating others to follow and execute. 

Business co-creators account for little

over a third (35 percent) of the survey

population. Their primary job is to

support and drive business strategy 

and spend most of their time on driving

business strategy and enabling change

within their businesses. Co-creators

represent the most balanced of the 

three patterns in terms of time allocation

across the breadth of CIO activities. 

Business co-creators instinctively want 

to balance cost and performance goals

with growth, innovation, and customer

goals across the organization. They

predominantly report to the CEO and

spend relatively less personal time on

building technology platforms and

running operations.  

Business co-creators tend to have diverse

backgrounds and successful records of

accomplishment working in multiple

business areas. Because business 

co-creators have influence and credibility

within their organizations, they generally

have a seat at the table with other

leaders. They tend to make significant

investments in building talent so they 

can focus on their strategic roles.

Business co-creators are interested in

new technology primarily as a way to

drive new sources of revenue or to

transform the way they deliver value to

customers. They see analytics as a key to

building new business models and digital

as a way to drive new revenue.

Shaping the legacy

Shaping the legacy is driven by the CIO

answering: “Why do we do what we do?”

In some cases, the answer extends well

beyond the realm of business and

profession to blend a CIO's personal

passion. Four significant themes around

the CIO’s personal passions and

motivations emerged:

1. Maximize the impact of IT and have a

strong desire for their companies to

understand and appreciate the

contribution that IT can make.  

2.Use technology to help their people

become more effective in their jobs, 

make better decisions, and lead

happier, more fulfilling lives. 

3. Aspire to broader leadership, especially

as their companies come to recognize

how technology can drive competitive

advantage.

4. It is personal; many CIOs want to use

their position as a platform to give back

to their communities and companies. 

Shaping CIO legacy requires reflection,

understanding, and intentional self-

development that considers both

perspectives. As we think about the three

patterns previously discussed and chart

out a plan for how to evolve, CIOs should

consider the following:

• It is not one size fits all–one CIO legacy

pattern is not better than another. What

matters is choosing the pattern that

matches the business context as framed

by the four elements at any given time.

• Accommodate change–CIO legacies are

works in process; patterns are fluid. A

different pattern may be needed when

the business context changes. 

• Grow with your organization–leading

CIOs consciously move from one

pattern to the other based on their time

and place. They develop, hire, or rent

talent to fill any gaps in complementary

skills needed to succeed and add

business value.

• Expand your horizon–it’s uncommon 

to find all answers and insight within

yourself, or even within your team and

organization. Build peer relationships

outside your four walls, outside your

industry, and even outside other CIOs.

Seek mentors, and reciprocate.

The CIO job description will continue to

evolve further, integrating technology 

and influencing, if not driving, business

operations. CIOs must continue to align

with, and look for, opportunities to

contribute to the success of their

organizations beyond the day-to-day

operations. They should enable their

organizations to predicting and quickly

respond to market demands. CIOs who

are successful at supporting business

priorities, developing organizational

leadership and talent, building influential

relationships, and focusing their

investment priorities will be able to 

shape their legacy to significantly impact

the success of their organizations.

By Rajeev Lalwani, Lead Partner,

Technology Consulting, Deloitte, 

Middle East 
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Shaping the legacy is

driven by the CIO

answering: “Why do 

we do what we do?”  

CIO survey 
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